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Cooling Jewelry to Shine at One of Fashion's Biggest Events

HOT GIRLS PEARLS Joins Exclusive Lineup at M.S. Apothecary's FASHION'S NIGHT OUT
Grand Opening Sept. 6th

New York, NY (PRWEB) September 05, 2012 -- Two enormous extravaganzas are coming together for one hot
night of fashion; and a one-of-a-kind cooling jewelry line will be there under the spotlight. HOT GIRLS
PEARLS is one of a select few "All-Star" companies chosen to be featured at the opening of M.S. Apothecary's
new store, to coincide with fashion's biggest event of the year, Fashion's Night Out, a global initiative
sponsored by Vogue and the CFDA (Council of Fashion Designers of America). FNO is an annual one-night-
only shopping extravaganza that takes place at stores in cities across the country and around the world. Created
four years ago to help elevate the economy via the fashion industry, FNO features performances, celebrity
appearances, and limited-edition products at stores that choose to participate.

HOT GIRLS PEARLS costume jewelry TM, a collection of high-fashion freezable 'pearl' necklaces and
bracelets that help keep wearers cool and comfortable, will join the exclusive lineup of highly touted products
on this important night for fashion. Hailed as a 'great invention' by Whoopi Goldberg on 'THE VIEW' and a
'great idea' by Bobbie Thomas of the 'TODAY SHOW', and featured "O" THE MAGAZINE, HOT GIRLS
PEARLS have set the standard of "Fabulous functional faux jewelry," says Constance Sherman, creator and
President of HOT GIRLS PEARLS INC. M.S. Apothecary, a company that tests, recommends and administers
health and beauty products, fittingly chose FNO to launch it's flagship store, at 36 East 23rd Street (23rd and
Madison), Floor 2, in New York City. The 1,200 square foot boutique showroom will spotlight ten "All-Star"
companies that were chosen because they "have proven to be exemplary". M.S. Apothecary founder Mary
Schook said that "only the best in health, beauty, lifestyle and technology will be featured."

"It's an honor to be among the exclusive group of companies invited to participate in such a prestigious event,"
said Ms.Sherman. "M.S. Apothecary only promotes products that are proven to work, which is further
validation for the effectiveness of our 'pearls'. It's really exciting to be a part of such a big night in fashion and
New York."

HOT GIRLS PEARLS costume jewelry TM is a collection of fashionably oversized 'pearl' strands available in
a bracelet and three different length necklaces that dramatically cool women experiencing 'their own private
summer' moments. The 28mm faux pearls are available in White, Blush and Gunmetal, and filled with a non-
toxic gel that gets cold when stored in a freezer. Their convenient magnetic clasp makes them easy to fasten.
An accompanying Travel Purse with icepack is also available for storing and keeping the 'pearls' cool when not
in use.

While the jewelry is functional and greatly effective for cooling the wearer, it is also highly fashionable the
popularity of the jewelry with women of all ages trying to stay cool, whether from hot flashes due to medical
treatments, from playing golf or tennis, or just from sweltering summer heat.

HOT GIRLS PEARLS look great with jeans, business or formal attire, or even beach and sporting wear. Many
women mix the strands of 'pearls' with other jewelry (sometimes with smaller pearls) for a layered look. In
addition, the magnetic clasp allows for connecting two or more strands together to wear as a long necklace or
even a belt.
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During the M.S. Apothecary Fashion's Night Out Grand Opening event, Ms. Sherman and HOT GIRLS
PEARLS will be on hand to demonstrate and sell the icy 'pearl' jewelry.

M.S. Apothecary's Fashion's Night Out Grand Opening will be held on Thursday, September 6th, from 6-11
p.m. M.S. Apothecary is located at 36 East 23rd Street, at 23rd and Madison), Floor 2. For information, call
917.551.6604 or visit www.msapothecary.com.

For more information about HOT GIRLS PEARLS, visit www.hotgirlspearls.com, email
info(at)hotgirlspearls(dot)com, or call 855.732.7575

For more information on Fashion's Night Out, visit www.fashionsnightout.com
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Contact Information
Constance Sherman
Hot Girls Pearls, Inc.
http://www.hotgirlspearls.com
212-980-1739

CONSTANCE SHERMAN
HOT GIRLS PEARLS INC.
http://www.hotgirlspearls.com
212.980.1739

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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